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1&2

Listening
and
Speaking
Activity 1

Listens to a story

Activities/Differentiation:



Introductory activities: prediction



Discuss the story.



Listens for specific details



Teacher must facilitate discussion



Identifies the main message



Relates to own life



Discusses the main ideas and specific

with relevant questions

details

Why the Cheetah's Cheeks Are Stained (A Traditional Zulu Story)

"Kwasuka sukela...."
Long ago a wicked and lazy hunter was sitting under a tree. He was thinking that it
was too hot to be bothered with the arduous task of stalking prey through the bushes.
Below him in the clearing on the grassy veld there were fat springbok grazing. But this
hunter couldn't be bothered, so lazy was he! He gazed at the herd, wishing that he
could have the meat without the work, when suddenly he noticed a movement off to
the left of the buck. It was a female cheetah seeking food. Keeping downwind of the
herd, she moved closer and closer to them. She singled out a springbok who had
foolishly wandered away from the rest. Suddenly she gathered her long legs under
her and sprang forward. With great speed she came upon the springbok and brought
it down. Startled, the rest of the herd raced away as the cheetah quickly killed her
prey.
The hunter watched as the cheetah dragged her prize to some shade on the edge of
the clearing. There three beautiful cheetah cubs were waiting there for her. The lazy
hunter was filled with envy for the cubs and wished that he could have such a good
hunter provide for him. Imagine dining on delicious meat every day without having to
do the actual hunting! Then he had a wicked idea. He decided that he would steal one
of the cheetah cubs and train it to hunt for him. He decided to wait until the mother
cheetah went to the waterhole late in the afternoon to make his move. He smiled to
himself.
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When the sun began to set, the cheetah left her cubs concealed in a bush and set off
to the waterhole. Quickly the hunter grabbed his spear and trotted down to the bushes
where the cubs were hidden. There he found the three cubs, still too young to be
frightened of him or to run away. He first chose one, then decided upon another, and
then changed his mind again. Finally, he stole them all, thinking to himself that three
cheetahs would undoubtedly be better than one.
When their mother returned half-an-hour later and found her babies gone, she was
broken-hearted. The poor mother cheetah cried and cried until her tears made dark
stains down her cheeks. She wept all night and into the next day. She cried so loudly
that she was heard by an old man who came to see what the noise was all about.
Now this old man was wise and knew the ways of the animals. When he discovered
what the wicked hunter had done, he became very angry. The lazy hunter was not
only a thief; he had broken the traditions of the tribe. Everyone knew that a hunter
must use only his own strength and skill. Any other way of hunting was surely a
dishonour.
The old man returned to the village and told the elders what has happened. The
villagers became angry. They found the lazy hunter and drove him away from the
village. The old man took the three cheetah cubs back to their grateful mother. But
the long weeping of the mother cheetah stained her face forever. Today the cheetah
wears the tearstains on its face as a reminder to the hunters that it is not honourable
to hunt in any other way than that which is traditional.

Answer the following questions in your book about the fable that you read:
1. What do you think this story is about?

(1)

_______________________________________________
2. Use describing words to describe how you imagine the lazy hunter will look like.
___________________________________________________________________
______________________________
(4)
3. Name two characters from the story.
___________________________________________________________________
__________________________
(2)
4. Explain why in the fables the cheetah got stripes under her eyes.
___________________________________________________________________
__________________________
(2)
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5. What does the fable teach you?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________
(1)

Reading and
viewing

Group Guided Reading
Reads a short story



Identifies and explain main events

Activity 2



Pre-reading: predicting from title and



Discusses the characters

pictures/visuals



Retells the story



Identify new vocabulary



Identifies and explain the main events.



Discusses the characters.



Discuss the meaning of new vocabulary

Activities/Differentiation:

The class reads the story together.
1&2

Writing &
Presenting
Activity 3
Formal
Assessment

Writes a transactional text e.g.

Activities/Differentiation:

Formal/informal letters



Writes an informal letter to tell your
friend about the story that you have



Requirements of format and style



Uses appropriate grammar, spelling



5-8 lines

and punctuation



Supply the correct format and style

read



Uses the writing process

o

Planning / pre-writing, drafting,
revising, editing, proofreading and
presenting

Learners have to write a letter to their friend telling them about the story that they
read in Activity 1. The teacher will explain the format and what is required of you.
Use the writing process to write your letter describing one of the characters in the
story and what lesson we can learn from them:
Step 1: Planning
Step 2: Drafting
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Step 3: Editing
Step 4: Final Draft

Step 5: Finished Product
1&2

Language
structures &
conventions

Word level work:

Activity 3

Sentence level work:

Singular and Plural



Activities/Differentiation:


Worksheet on changing words from
singular to plural



Past tense

Worksheet on changing present
tense sentences into past tense

Past Tense: Is something that happened in the past.
Complete the following sentences by using the correct form of the words in brackets.
1.) Kevin (walk) to school yesterday.
2.) The boy (play) soccer at break yesterday.
3.) We (run) a race last week.
4.) The hunter (sit) under the tree last week.
5.) The cheetah mother (cries) for her stolen cubs from yesterday.
6.) Yesterday at break the children (read) for their marks.
7.) Monday during class the boys (laugh) at the girls.
8.) The elders (chase) the lazy hunter from the village
9.) We (learn) as lesson from the story from last week.
10.) We (watch) movies in the December holidays.

Singular and Plural:
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3&4

Listening
and
Speaking

Listen to an interview

Activity:



Introductory activities: prediction



Activity 5



Listen to and understand an interview.



Language used



Answer relevant questions.

Choose a relevant topic for
interviews.



Discuss relevant questions that
could also been used

Learners should watch the interview and listen critically and be prepared to answer
the question the teacher asks them.

Learners should then read the following interview for Formal Assessment and
answer the question about the interview.

The interview is for a TV programme (like Top Billing)
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Answer the following questions based on the interview:
1. Who is being interviewed?

(2)

_____________________________________________________________
2. What is the interview about?

(1)

_____________________________________________________________
3. What work does the presenter do?

(2)

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
4. Name 3 cities where the movie is being advertised.

(3)

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
5. What do you think the movie is about?

(1)

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
6. Have you ever seen an interview for a movie?

(1)

_________________________________________________________________________
(10x2) [20]

Reading &
Viewing.
Activity 7

Shared Reading:

Activities/Differentiation:

Reads information texts with visuals, e.g.
charts/tables/maps/results of interviews



Reads a report with visuals.



Teacher facilitates a discussion with



Pre-reading: predicting from title, headings
and visuals.

relevant questions to guide learners
Integration:


Link the text to the world of work and how
it may be useful in life and in the
industries.

Idai to bring rain, strong winds to Madagascar, Mozambique this week
By Courtney Spamer, AccuWeather meteorologist
By Eric Leister, AccuWeather senior meteorologist
Moderate Tropical Storm Idai has formed in the Mozambique Channel and will bring
flooding rain and strong winds to Madagascar and parts of the Mozambique coastline
into the middle of the week.
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The storm will remain in an area favourable for strengthening over the next couple
days.
The warm water, in combination with lower wind shear over the region, will produce
ideal conditions for further strengthening and allow Idai to become a dangerous
tropical cyclone.

During the early week, Idai will stall just west of Madagascar before eventually turning
back westward toward Mozambique.
While the strongest winds will remain offshore during this time, gusty winds are
expected from near Mahajanga southward to Mainirano. A few gusts up to 80 km/h
(50 mph) are possible during this time.
Areas that experience a prolonged onshore wind will also be at risk for coastal
flooding. Rough surf and seas will also be a concern along the west coast of
Madagascar into early week.
Heavy rainfall will be another concern across northern and central Madagascar as
downpours target the region each day through Thursday, despite Idai tracking away
from the island by the middle of the week.
Total rainfall of 50-100 mm (2-4 inches) is expected across the region with an
AccuWeather Local StormMax™ of 200 mm (8 inches) from Soalala to Maintirano.
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With the extended exposure over the warm water, there is a chance this storm could
strengthen into a tropical cyclone or Intense Tropical Cyclone, with wind gusts over
160 km/h (100 mph) by Monday night or Tuesday.
The storm may then approach the central coastline of Mozambique near Beira by
Thursday. Landfall as a powerful and dangerous tropical cyclone is possible during
this time.
Locations near Beira should be prepared for damaging winds and flooding rainfall.
Long-duration power outages and travel shutdowns are possible.
Idai may continue to track westward late this week into this weekend taking the storm
across central Mozambique and into eastern Zimbabwe.
Locations at risk for locally damaging winds, flooding and significant travel disruptions
include Chimoio, Matare and Harare.
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3&4

Writing &
Presenting
Activity 8

Writes a report

Activities/Differentiation:





Writes a short report of based on

Writes a report of 5-8 sentences
based on the information text.

information gained by the interview




Discuss the target audience

Identify target audience



Order information logically



Formulate relevant content based on



Provide a writing frame

investigation (interviews)


Order information logically



Use appropriate grammar, spelling
and punctuation.

Write a short report on how a weather prediction can affect you specific vocational
linked work. The teacher will guide you in the writing process.

Use the writing process to write your report:
Step 1: Planning
Step 2: Drafting
Step 3: Editing
Step 4: Final Draft
Step 5: Finished Product
Language
Structure and
Conventions

Word level work:

Activities/Differentiation:

Adjectives

Written activities consisting of:

Activity 9

Spelling and punctuation:
Exclamation mark, question mark.



Identifying adjectives in sentences



worksheets: rewrite a paragraph by using
question marks and exclamation marks at
the correct places

 An adjective is a word that describes a noun.
 Identify adjectives that may be used to describe the weather.
Give 5 examples in your book.
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 Fill in the missing adjective in sentences provided.

1. Tim was scared of the __________________ storm.

(1)

2. The rainbow was so _________________.

(1)

3. The wind blew _____________ during the storm.

(1)

4. The __________ car and the ___________house was damaged by the storm. (2)
5. Andy was seen on his ___________ motorbike.

(1)

Write 5 sentences using the adjectives you wrote in your book. You will be checked
on your punctuation and spelling.

5&6

Listening &
Speaking
Activity 10

Listens to and responds to a play:

Activities/Differentiation:



Introductory activities: predicts from



Reads the play to the learners.

title/picture.



Discusses the play.





Express feelings about the play;

Discuss key feature of the text.



Retell the play scenes in sequence;



Identify and discusses the central idea,



Answer questions verbally about the

plot, setting, atmosphere and

play.

characters.

Read the play.
Characters in Order of Appearance
Narrator
King
Servants (who speak in unison)
Midwife
Queen
Princess April
Princess May
Princess June
Tom Thumb
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Handsome Man
________________________________________
Narrator: Once upon a time a queen had triplets.
King: Three! Three?
Narrator: the king shouted.
Servants: Three! Three?
Narrator: the servants cried.
Midwife: Three.
Narrator: the midwife said. And so, there were.
King: Boys?
Narrator: inquired the king.
Servants: Boys?
Narrator: asked the servants.
Midwife: Girls.
Narrator: said the midwife. And so, they were. The queen named them April, May, and June.
Narrator: As the years passed, the three little princesses grew into beautiful young women. One
day the king said,
King: It is time for you to think of marrying.
Servants: And wedding gowns, and wedding feasts, and wedding balls.
Narrator: said the servants.
Queen: Not to mention princes.
Narrator: the queen said.
King: Yes, princes.
Narrator: said the king.
King: And there is the problem. You see, there is a slight shortage of princes this year.
Princesses: A shortage of princes?
Narrator: wailed the three princesses.
Servants: How dreadful!
Narrator: said the servants.
Queen: Most unfortunate.
Narrator: agreed the queen.
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King: I'm afraid so.
Narrator: said the king.
King: There were some very fine princes, but it appears they've all been taken. One was swept up
by a cleaning girl!
Princesses: A cleaning girl?
Narrator: exclaimed the princesses.
Servants: Impossible!
Narrator: cried the servants.
Queen: Of all the nerve.
Narrator: said the queen.
King: A cleaning girl,
Narrator: said the king,
King: named Cinder-something-or-other. Very nice and a hard worker, too. They said she only had
rags to wear. Except for a pair of glass slippers. But she took the prince anyway.
Narrator: The king continued,
King: Another prince found some enchanted castle. Those are rather rare these days, but you do
still find one every now and again. Seems everyone had been asleep for years, including the king's
daughter, a real beauty. Without even knowing the girl the prince fell in love. Woke her with a kiss.
Princesses: A kiss! A kiss?
Narrator: gasped the three princesses.
Servants: My word!
Narrator: exclaimed the servants.
Queen: Of course.
Narrator: said the queen.
King: You know magic spells.
Narrator: the king said.
King: If you can't think of anything else to break them, a kiss will usually do the trick. Anyway, that
prince was married before everyone could finish yawning. Another prince fell helplessly in love with
a dead girl.
Narrator: the king went on.
Princesses: With a dead girl?
Narrator: shouted the three princesses.
Servants: How frightful!
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Narrator: said the servants.
Queen: Good heavens!
Narrator: cried the queen.
King: She wasn't really dead.
Narrator: the king said.
King: Another magic spell, you see. Her stepmother was a real witch. She couldn't stand the poor
girl and put a curse on her. Everyone thought she was dead. She was so beautiful they kept her in
a glass coffin. Good thing, too. The prince wandered by and fell in love. A kiss did the trick again.
One more prince taken. Lovely for them, but you see it creates a problem for us.
Princesses: It's a problem, all right.
Narrator: said the princesses.
Servants: And what a problem it is.
Narrator: said the servants.
Queen: Most perplexing.
Narrator: the queen agreed. Princess April stood up.
April: I will go and find a prince myself!
Narrator: she said.
King: Find a prince yourself?
Narrator: cried the king.
Servants: Unheard of!
Narrator: scolded the servants.
Queen: Quite improper.
Narrator: the queen agreed.
April: I'm sure I can!
Narrator: said April.
April: If a cleaning girl can find a prince, how hard can it be?
King: Well...
Narrator: said the king,
King: I've heard a prince or two might be left in the northern countries. You could try there, I
suppose.
April: I will leave at once.
Narrator: said April. And so, she did.
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King: What of you, May?
Narrator: asked the king.
King: Will you seek out your prince, too?
May: I hope you and mother won't mind terribly, but I'd really rather not find a prince at all.
Narrator: Princess May said.
King: Not at all?
Narrator: shouted the king.
Servants: Unthinkable!
Narrator: said the servants.
Queen: Have you lost your mind?
Narrator: asked the queen.
May: Not at all.
Narrator: said Princess May.
May: I've never much liked being a princess. I'd prefer to be an ordinary sort of person and work in
the gardens.
King: Well... I suppose two princesses are enough for any castle.
Narrator: said the king.
Servants: Indeed!
Narrator: said the servants.
Queen: Of course.
Narrator: said the queen.
May: And there's a nice young man who works in the garden.
Narrator: said Princess May,
May: I believe he would marry me if you said he could.
Narrator: And so, they did.
King: Well, then, June, what of you?
Narrator: asked the king.
June: Oh, I think I'll put an ad in the paper.
Narrator: said Princess June.
King, Queen, Servants: An ad! In the paper?
Narrator: cried the king, the queen, and the servants all at once.
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June: I'm quite happy being a princess,
Narrator: said Princess June,
June: but I don't want the hassle of searching for a prince. Therefore, I shall put an ad in the Castle
Times. The ad will read: "Wanted: A prince to marry. Preferably handsome and rich. Must be wise
and kind. Apply in person to Princess June."
King: Well...
Narrator: said the king,
King: it's worth a try.
Servants: Perhaps.
Narrator: said the servants.
Queen: I'm sure it's not wise.
Narrator: said the queen.
June: Sooner or later, a nice prince will answer my ad.
Narrator: said Princess June.
June: Until then, I'm quite content to wait.
King: Very well,
Narrator: said the king,
King: write your ad.
Narrator: And so, she did. It was not long before Princess April returned to the castle with a
charming prince.
King: Now, then, April, tell us how you found this fellow.
Narrator: said the king.
April: It wasn't easy, Father.
Narrator: Princess April answered.
April: I traveled north until I reached a castle. A queen and her son lived in it, but they wouldn't even
talk about marriage. "Spend the night and we'll talk in the morning," the queen said. The room was
nice enough, but oh, the bed! I needed a ladder to climb into it. And was it ever lumpy! I couldn't
sleep a bit. I figured that since I was awake, and the prince didn't seem very eager to marry me, I
might as well move on. So, I did. Of course, it was terribly dark out. I could not see a thing. I ran
right into the side of another castle. When I rang the bell, a horrid beast came to the door!
King: A beast! A horrid beast?
Narrator: cried the king.
Servants: Shocking.
Narrator: said the servants.
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Queen: Extraordinary.
Narrator: said the queen.
April: It was dreadful.
Narrator: said Princess June.
June: You can be sure I didn't stick around to find a prince there! I ran away as quickly as I could
in the dark. Suddenly I splashed right into a smelly pond. A poor frog talked to me. Or at least he
tried. He had a raspy voice-hard to understand. I was tired, frightened, and soaked-I didn't have
time to listen to a croaky old frog.
King: That may have been a good time to try a kiss.
Narrator: said the king.
Servants: Ah... yes, indeed.
Narrator: said the servants.
Queen: Quite so.
Narrator: said the queen.
April: A kiss! Hmmm...
Narrator: said Princess April,
April: I never thought to kiss a frog!
Queen: Not to worry, my dear. You've a prince now.
Narrator: comforted the queen.
Queen: Do tell us how you got him.
April: Oh yes. In the morning, I wandered farther north. The snow was very deep. I was freezing,
not to mention tired and hungry. I had almost decided to go home and let my prince find me. Then
I saw him! He was so tall, so handsome, and so marvelous that I almost didn't know he was made
of ice!
King: Of ice! He was made of ice?
Narrator: exclaimed the king.
Servants: Remarkable.
Narrator: the servants said.
Queen: Chilling!
Narrator: said the queen.
April: Indeed!
Narrator: agreed Princess April, and her prince nodded and shivered.
April: He was enchanted, of course. By a wicked stepmother. You know how it is.
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King: And you thawed him out?
Narrator: asked the king.
April: A kiss did the trick, just as you said.
Narrator: Princess April answered.
April: As soon as he stopped dripping, we hurried here to be married.
Queen: Everything is almost ready for the wedding.
Narrator: the queen said.
Queen: While you were away, we worked day and night to prepare your wedding feast, ball, and
gowns.
April: Gowns?
Narrator: asked Princes April.
King: May has arranged to marry a young man who works in the gardens.
Narrator: the king said.
April: In the gardens! May is marrying a gardener?
Narrator: cried Princess April.
Servants: It's true.
Narrator: said the servants.
Queen: And why not?
Narrator: said the queen.
King: Of course,
Narrator: said the king,
King: He isn't just a gardener. He's a prince as well. Wicked stepfather, curses, and all that. A kiss
did the trick once more. We can have a triple wedding as soon as a suitable prince answers June's
ad.
April: Ad! June has placed an ad for a prince?
Narrator: Princess April cried.
Servants: Most upsetting.
Narrator: said the servants.
Queen: Quite distressing.
Narrator: agreed the queen.
King: We've already been through this.
Narrator: said the king. Just then, the bell rang. The servants shouted,
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Servants: A prince!
King: Lower the drawbridge!
Narrator: the king called.
Narrator: Princess June opened the door. She saw no one. Just as she turned to go back inside,
she heard a very small laugh.
June: Hello?
Narrator: the princess said, looking all around her.
Tom Thumb: Ha! Tricked you, didn't I?
Narrator: A very small man popped out of a crack between the paving stones. He was riding a
mouse.
June: Oh!
Narrator: cried Princess June, backing away.
Tom Thumb: Tom Thumb at your service.
Narrator: the little man said.
Tom Thumb: I'm here about the ad. May I speak to Princess June, please?
June: Why... I am Princess June, but I'm afraid you are not quite what I was hoping for. You're
much too small, and I... well, I'm afraid of mice. I'm sorry, but you just won't do.
Tom Thumb: Oh well, it was worth a try. I guess I'll be off. Good day!
Narrator: Tom Thumb hopped into his saddle and spurred the mouse away.
King: Well?
Narrator: the king asked when she came inside. Princess June shook her head.
June: It was a very odd little man, only as big as your thumb, His horse was a mouse! I doubt he's
really a prince. Oh, there's the bell again. Perhaps this will be my prince.
Narrator: The drawbridge was lowered again. Princess June opened the door-and slammed it shut.
King: Well?
Narrator: said the king.
Servants: So?
Narrator: said the servants.
Queen: A kiss wouldn't help?
Narrator: asked the queen.
June: Absolutely not!
Narrator: said June.
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June: The ad must have gotten into the Jungle Times by mistake. It was a lion.
King: A lion!
Narrator: shouted the king.
Servants: Beastly!
Narrator: said the servants.
Queen: I knew that ad was a mistake.
Narrator: said the queen.
June: Perhaps you're right.
Narrator: said Princess June, peeking out the door.
June: But the lion's gone now. And look, someone else is coming.
King: A man, I hope!
Narrator: said the king.
Servants: A tall and handsome man.
Narrator: said the servants.
Queen: Please!
Narrator: prayed the queen.
Narrator: Princess June opened the door. The man was indeed tall and handsome. But he was not
a prince.
Handsome Man: I understand you are looking for a new gardener.
Narrator: he said.
June: Actually,
Narrator: said Princess June,
June: I'm looking for a prince to marry me.
Narrator: The man was not a prince, but he was charming, kind, and wise.
Handsome Man: Well, now, you are a very beautiful princess.
Narrator: he said.
Handsome Man: I would be delighted to marry you. Although I am not a prince now, I would be if I
married a princess. Marry me and you shall have your prince.
Narrator: From behind the door, the king, queen, servants, and other princesses said,
King, Queen, Servants, April, May: Take him!
Narrator: And so, she did.
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Narrator: The next day, the castle was full of flowers and wedding guests. The three princesses
were full of happiness; the king and queen were full of pride; the servants were full of relief. It was
a marvelous wedding. The three princesses were stunning in their wedding gowns of silk, lace,
beads, and jewels. The three princes were dashing in their wedding suits. The feast was delicious.
No one went hungry in all the land that day. The dance could not have been better, even though
someone dropped a glass slipper. It was a glorious day. As the newlyweds kissed, everyone was
certain the three princesses and their princes would live happily ever after. And so, they did.

Then answer the following question:
1. What is the narrator of a story or play?

(2)

________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
2. How many baby girls did the Queen have?

(2)

_____________________________________________________________
3. Why were there not enough Princes for the Princesses to marry?

(2)

________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
4. How many Princes do we read about that were already “taken” by other girls?

(2)

_____________________________________________________________
5. What did Princess April do to find her prince?

(3)

________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
6. What did Princess May do to find her prince?

(2)

________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
7. What did Princess June do to find her prince?

(2)

________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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8. Who did Princess April marry?

(1)

________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
9. Who did Princess May marry?

(2)

______________________________________________________________
10. Who did Princess June marry?

(2)

________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
11. Name 5 characters in the play.

(5)

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
(25)

Reading &
Viewing
Activity 11

Shared Reading

Activities/Differentiation:

Reads a play





Pre-reading: predicts from title and pictures



Identify and comments on the setting,
atmosphere and characters



Describe the plot.



Understand the vocabulary



Read aloud, changing speed as

All the learners read the same text under
the direction of the teacher.



Text must be enlarged and difficult words
highlighted.



Comment on setting, atmosphere and
characters



Discuss vocabulary



Discuss emotional response to text

appropriate.

Learners should read a selected piece from the play.
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5&6

Writing &
Presenting

Write a short summary

Activity 12



Write a short summary of the play



Plots main events



Orders logically

Activities/Differentiation:


Writes a short summary



(5-8 sentences ) of the play read



Supply a writing frame



Plot main events and order logically



Teacher has to guide the learners in
the writing process.



Use appropriate grammar, spelling and
punctuation.

Write a short summary of the play. The teacher will help you with the writing process.
Use the writing process to write your report:
Step 1: Planning
Step 2: Drafting
Step 3: Editing
Step 4: Final Draft
Step 5: Finished Product
5&6

Language
structures &
convention

Sentence level work:

Activities/Differentiation:

Direct and indirect speech.



Activity 13

Spelling and Punctuation:

Worksheet: rewrite indirect speech
from the read play or any other text
into direct speech using inverted

Inverted commas.

commas


Rewrite direct speech from the play
using indirect speech

Write the following lines from the play into indirect speech:

Queen: Quite improper.
Narrator: the queen agreed.
April: I'm sure I can!
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Narrator: said April.
April: If a cleaning girl can find a prince, how hard can it be?
King: Well...
Narrator: said the king,
King: I've heard a prince or two might be left in the northern countries. You could try
there, I suppose.
April: I will leave at once.
Narrator: said April. And so, she did.
King: What of you, May?
Narrator: asked the king.
King: Will you seek out your prince, too?
May: I hope you and mother won't mind terribly, but I'd really rather not find a prince
at all.
Narrator: Princess May said.
King: Not at all?
Narrator: shouted the king.
Servants: Unthinkable!
Narrator: said the servants.
7&8

Listening &
Speaking
Activity 14

Listen to a short drama and participate

Activities/Differentiation:

in group discussions.

Reads a short drama.



Take turns to speak





Understand text and identify main

All the learners read the same text
under the direction of the teacher

ideas


Ask relevant questions



Discuss plot, setting and characters



Respond to others’ ideas with respect



'Text talk' is central



Those learners that can read can be
grouped together supplied with a set
of questions to guide their group
discussions.

Learners take part in a group discussion regarding the drama that they listened to.

(Insert E-book clip)
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Writing &
Presenting
Activity 16

Write a short dialogue

Activities/Differentiation



Use direct speech and inverted commas





Plan, drafts and refines writing.

Writes a short dialogue based on the play
read (5-8 sentences)



Use direct speech with inverted commas



Learners must be guided by the teacher

Learners must write their own dialogue of any dramatic event. The teacher must
help them with the format and the writing process.

Use the writing process to write your dialogue:
Step 1: Planning
Step 2: Drafting
Step 3: Editing
Step 4: Final Draft
Step 5: Finished Product
7&8

Language
structures &
Conventions
Activity 19

Spelling and punctuation:

Activities/Differentiation:





exclamation mark and question mark

Worksheet with a dialogue. Put the
exclamation and question marks at
the correct places

The learners should review their dialogue and make corrections, checking that their
punctuation is correct.
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ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES
SKILL

WEIGHTING %

Listening and
speaking

25

Reading




ACTIVITY
Listens to a story and answers questions about the text.

Reads an interview and answer questions

Read

15

aloud

20

Reflect on
reading
material

Language
Structures and
Conventions

15


Writing and
Presenting

25



Past tense: worksheet: changes present tense into past tense



Punctuation: worksheet: supply correct punctuation:

o

Question marks

o

Exclamation mark

Singular & Plural: give the correct form of singular and plural

Writes a description of character (5-8 sentences)
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English Home Language
Term 2
Name: __________________________
Examiner: L. Brookshaw
Moderator: E. Bezuidenhout
Total: 25

Year: _________
Date: ___________________________

Activity 3
RUBRIC for Functional Writing
Criteria

5

4

3

2

1

0

Writing process
followed

5
All steps
followed

4
4 steps
followed

3
3 steps
followed

2
Only 2
steps
followed

1
Not followed

0
No work
done

Correct Length

5
Extremely good

4
Good

3
Acceptable

2
Too short

1
Extremely short

0
No work
done

Spelling

5
No mistakes

4
Few
Mistakes

3
Many mistakes

2
Too many
mistakes

1
Unreadable

0
No work
done

Original Theme

5
Original Theme

3
Acceptable

2
Copied from
textbook

1
Copied from
book

0
No work
done

Handed in on
time

5
2 days early

3
On the due
date

2
Late

1
Very Late

0
Not
handed in

4
Own idea

4
1 day early
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Activity 5
RUBRIC for reading
Criteria

3

2

1

0

Preparation
(Actively practised the
passage)

3
Practised at
home

2
Prepared

1
Did not
prepare

0
Did not
read

Voice projection
(Reads clearly)

3
Reads clearly

2
Good

1
Very soft

0
Did not
read

Pace
(Reads at an acceptable
pace)

3
Very good

2
Good

1
Very slow

0
Did not
read

Pronunciation
(Pronounces words
accurately)

3
All correct

2
Few
Mistakes

1
Many
mistakes

0
Did not
read

Comprehension
(Shows understanding
of passage)

3
Complete
understanding

2
1
Understands
Does not
most
understand

0
Did not
read
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